Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Angle Park
Monday 29th June 2020

Stewards J Jones, J Evans, M Fernholz, J Carey.
Veterinary Surgeon Dr M Hague
Late scratchings Sunset Navana Injury 21 days

Race 1  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA JUVENILE STAKE HEAT 1  515m Juvenile
-Shortly after the start DAKOTA HUMMER moved down checking CLASSIC MCLAREN which stumbled as a result. Along the back straight CHIEF SEBON raced wide. On the turn off the back straight CAWBOURNE COCO moved down checking CLASSIC MCLAREN.

Race 2  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA JUVENILE STAKE HEAT 2  515m Juvenile
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SENTINEL MCLAREN.
-Along the back straight INVINCIBILITY and ADIOS MCLAREN came together and bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 3  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA OPEN MAIDEN SERIES HEAT 1  388m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ADELAJDA.
-Shortly after the start BANJO RILEY moved out checking CONCEDE. On the turn off the back straight MARIA’S GEM lost ground appearing injured.
-MARIA’S GEM was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

Race 4  G-SIX WINNING FORMULA OPEN MAIDEN SERIES HEAT 2  388m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ASTRONOMY
-Approaching the turn into the home straight STRAIGHT BLAZE ran onto the heels of and dragged down NEW VARIETY. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-NEW VARIETY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 5  SKY RACING STAKE  388m Grade 5
-On the first turn FIVE GRAND moved out checking FANTASTIC YANKEE and HUEY LEE. Along the back straight FIVE GROUND eased appearing injured. On the turn into the home straight AXEL FOOTLUCe moved out checking LATE MISSILE.
-FIVE GRAND was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 90 days.

Race 6  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE  388m Grade 6
-Approaching the turn into the home straight HOPEY GIRL moved out checking BLAZIN’ JIM. On the turn into the home straight BLAZIN’ JIM raced wide.

Race 7  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  515m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner THREATEN.
-JACK’S KNIGHT was slow to begin. On the first turn JACK’S KNIGHT moved out checking ARISTOCRAT and CALLANISH SPRITE.
-Approaching the turn into the back straight CALLANISH SPRITE moved down checking ARISTOCRAT. On the turn into the back straight PETER LEE moved down checking RED ARAMIS.

Race 8  SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE  515m Grade 4
-DASHING MICKEY was slow to begin and ASTON ATHENA was very slow to begin. On the first turn CHRISTIE’S BRO moved out checking ASTON MERLIN which then fell, inconveniencing ASTON ATHENA which then raced wide. ASTON MERLIN regained its footing and went on to complete the course.
-ASTON MERLIN was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 9  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY MIXED STAKE  515m Mixed 3/4/5
-There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 10  G-SIX GIDDY-UP STAKE  600m Grade 6
-There were no racing incidents to report.
**Race 11  G-SIX YOU.ME  .6 WEEKS. OPEN STAKE**

- On the first turn EMERLEY HUMMER and CAWBOURNE CROSS came together causing EMERLEY HUMMER to fall. EMERLEY HUMMER regained its footing and went on to complete the course.
- EMERLEY HUMMER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 12  G-SIX FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER (N/P) STAKE**

- FOOL PROOF was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision